
The Executive Guide to        Kapta  
	
	



As an executive, you work each day to make a change 
that matters to your peers, employees and customers. 
You have the vision, but what about the execution?

Your employees are the engineers of your vision and 
making sure they are aligned and engaged can be the 
difference between success or failure.

With Kapta, your vision is fully realized. When you are able 
to effectively communicate your company’s mission, track 
employee goals and nurture a highly engaged workforce, 
you begin to accomplish greater initiatives and make a 
lasting impact.

In this guide, learn how a partnership with Kapta can 
bring growth, productivity and operational excellence to 
your organization.
 
 

 




Your strategic plan is just 
a document until you 
align the company  
to your greater  
objectives.



Gallup estimates a 240% boost in performance-related business 
outcomes due to employee engagement. 




Source: Getting the Most Out of the  
Employee-Customer Encounter, Gallup, 2013




Empower Your Teams

Empower your  
team to develop a plan 
to get you where you 
want to go.




•  Break down top-level objectives 

into goals and sub-tasks 
relevant at the team and 
contributor level.


•  Provide weekly progress 

updates and quick notes.


53% of employees think that the work they do doesn’t  
count for anything.

    




Source: Fake Work, Covey 2009




Develop focus and 
accountability within
the entire company.
 With Kapta, you always have visibility into 
the progress of everyone’s contribution 
towards your strategic plan.


		
Transparency and Accountability

46% of high-level managers were rated poorly when it came to holding 
employees accountable for not delivering on their objectives.




•  Track and benchmark employee 
progress against their individual

     and team goals.

•  Quickly discover what 
     goals need feedback,  
     executive support or
     additional  
     resources.

Source: One Out of Every Two Managers is Terrible 
 At Accountability Harvard Business Review, 2012





For high-performing organizations, collaboration technologies  
have been 80% effective at improving productivity.


 

 

Collaboration and Productivity

Collaborate within Kapta 
to optimize productivity 
and accelerate results.




•  Build teams across the business to 

support long-term goals, like 
Customer Success or tackle short-
term projects quickly and 
efficiently.

•  Keep communication open for  
improved teamwork, new ideas 

     and a cohesive and silo-free         
     environment.




Source: Workforce	of	the	Future		
Humanizing-through	Digital,	Accenture, 2015




		
Focus and Progress



•  Maintain visibility on the performance 

of your objectives.

•  Drive focus to areas that are 
behind plan.

	
	

“We have a large number of projects and find it very easy to be distracted on the 

day-to-day operational issues. The tool helps us keep focus.”                 
   - Rob Sharp, CEO Tiger Airways

	
	
	

Always know exactly 
where you’re at relative  
to the plan.




		
Eliminate Prep Time
	


•  Conduct effective meetings at every 

level without wasting time researching.

•  Exportable reports eliminate
     the need to spend time on
     preparing documents that  
     become out-of-date
     immediately after the  
     meeting. 
         




Report on goal
progress without 
spending hours on 
preparation.




Atlassian estimates that the salary cost of unnecessary meetings is $37 
billion in the US alone.
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Source: Time Wasting at  
Work, Atlassian, 2015




		
Never Drop the Ball Again
	
Predict potential issues and  
risks before they happen.




•  Keep a spotlight on blind spots to 

prevent negative surprises.

•  Uncover where your untouched goals 

reside so you can work with your 
team to get them back on track.

	
	

38% of CEOs cited they have been blindsided by a negative surprise 
in the last 90 days.




Source: What Keeps Ceos Up at 
Night, Kapta 2012 CEO Survey




		

“The biggest plus for us is we’ve just gone through out employee survey, 
and the engagement is already up 20%.”

- Garreth Dorree, COO Lantec

Performance Management That Matters

Increase morale, 
employee engagement 
and operational 
productivity.




•  Allow employees to see how they  

contribute to the overall success 
 of the company.

•  Keep your conversations 
focused, productive and 
based on real  
performance  
metrics.

















Ready? Set. Goal! 
 
I would love to answer any 
questions you might have 
around goal-setting, 
implementation, customer 
referrals or developing an ROI 
for your business.

Feel free to contact me at:


Alex Raymond
CEO
alex@kapta.com



The Goal Experts.
At Kapta, we have years of experience 
helping companies find growth, 
operational excellence and a culture 
based on accountability and purpose.

Kapta strives to consistently and 
repeatedly provide value to you 
throughout our relationship.  We do 
this by forming a partnership - 
keeping our focus on your challenges, 
needs, and strategic objectives.  We 
will provide a personalized 
experience by orchestrating the 
various facets of our business 
(Product, Engineering, Marketing, 
Sales, Professional Services, Training 
and Support) to ensure we help you 
achieve your goals.


 



